
CHAPTER IV

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
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Electrical Conductivity

4.1 Introduction

The ferrites are oxide magnetic materials with their 

resistivity lying between 103-A- cm and 10^_H- cm.The high 

resistivity of ferrites makes them suitable over metals, in 

high frequency applications. Secondly the eddy current losses 

are also less. It has been well established that the electrical 

properties of polycrystallive ferrites can be varied over a 

wide range through the heat treatment given to them at the 

tine of preparation. In Fe^C^ the low resistivity is observed

2+ 3+due to the presence of Fe and Fe ions in the crystallography 

-ically equivalent positions1. Like other semiconding oxides,

the resistivities of ferrites is greatly affected by the presence
2

of impurities. According to VerWay and de Boer efficient

electrqnic conduction in these compounds can be associated

with the presence of ions of a given element in more than one

valance state. Secondly, VerWay £&. ai..have shown that

conduction c§n be enhanced in high resistive oxides by

incorporating very small amount of foreign oxides into the

structure whose metal ions take valancies other than that of
3

host metals. Van Uitert has shown that the resistivity of

Nickel and Magnesium ferrite can be varied by constitution of
£

magense and cobalt. Apart from these contribution
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resistivity of materials also comes from cation distribution/ 

crystal structure/ porosity, grain size, impurity inclusions, 

chemical and oxidation states and other unknown and known 

scattering mechanism^.

In this chapter the conduction mechanisms in oxides

and ferrites are briefly discussed. The explanations of the
!

results on the temperature dependent upon measurements of j 
resistivity is presented at the end.

4.2 Conduction Mechanism

The oxide crystal structure may be conveniently

described in terms of lattice of oxygen ions, with relatively

small metal ions occupying the interstial positions. Due to

the predominantly ionic bjjm&rtg character of metal oxides, the

electrical conductivity is mainly decided by the electrons

with 3d like wave functions, the outer electronic configuration 
2-

of O being stable. However the satisfactory calculations of

the eignvalues of these functions remains a problem of great 

difficulty in solid state physics. Evaluation of a realistic 

energy level scheme must therefore take help of the simplified 

theoretical models based on empirical rules. As far as the 

electrical properties of oxides are concerned the models are

successful only in providing the semi-quantitative explanations 

of experimentally established results. Never the less these 

concepts are very useful for discussing the electrical conduction 

in solids. Energy levels schemes in solids can be had on the \

/

i

y
'r ^
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basis of any one of the two extreme initial postulates viz. 
the nearly free electron model and the tight bonding approximation. 
In the former the electrons have been assumed to move throughout 
the solid and interaction of particles is treated as a small 
perturbation and in the latter it has been assumed that the 
solids consists of an array of atoms and interaction may be 
treated as a small perturbations of the properties of the free 
atom.

In the element of first transition series# the 3d levels 
are being systematically filled from Sc to Ni. In the crystalline 
field of solid the levels are split into a triplet and doublet.
The triplet or t2g states lies below doublet or eg states in

oxides with rock salt structure. These oxides then be expected 
to be metallic conductor at least above the antiferrimagnetic 
disorder temperature . Belov; the Neel temperature exfihang 
forces could give rise to further splitting of 3d band. The 
oxides however behaves as semiconductors at all temperatures 
and have intrinsic activation energies far in excess of those 
which could be accounted for by exchange splitting. It is 
evident from that this descriptions in terms of conventional 
band theory fail to account for the electrical transport properties. 
The failure has its origin in the low mobility of electrons in the
3d band.
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4.2.a Conduction in oxides

The majority of the transition metal oxides are also 
semiconductors and their electrical conductivity may be described 
by an equation.

Sxp ( - B/KT ) (4.1)

where B is 1 or 2 and A and B are constants. The activation

energy ranges upto about 1.5 ev, though very much smaller values 
are encounted at sufficiently low temperatures. For an oxide of 
composition MeO the activation of a conduction electron may be 
represented by

2- 2 0 Me 2- 2+ 2 0 Me □ 2- a0 Ml 2-0 mI+ 2-0 (4.2)

O a.The energy needed for the relation of ion pairs MS and
Mi+ corresponds to a gap in the density of states. The following 

terms are considered to be contributing to the activation energy 
which arises from an electron correlation effect.

i) The difference between ionisation energy and the
2+electron affinity of the free Me ion.

ii) The difference in Modelung energy of the two 
configurations shown in eqn. (4.2).

7>,
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iii) The difference in crystal field stabilization of 
the above configurations.

iv) Snergies of the polarization of the surrounding 
crystal lattice.

The terms (i) and (ii) are of opposite sign and are 
dominant (10 - 50 eV) while (iii) will not normally exceed 
one or two eV, (iv) may be of the order of a few eV. Somewhat 
similar considerations may also be applied to obtain an estimation 
of the activation energy needed for impurity conduction. The 
polarization term (iv) can have an important effect on the 
mobility of charge carriers and also upon the electrons and 
holes which are loosely bound to the impurity centres. The 
polaron theory used to describe the motion of electrons and 
holes moving through the solid in a potential well created by 
their polarizing the surrounding medium is developed during 
the last few' years and the same is discussed here briefly.

4,2 b Mixed valancies and controlled valancy 
se micon due tor s

A relatively good conductivity in ionic compounds with
t

an appriciable concentration of metal ions in two valance states4was first investigated by de Boer and VerWay for magnetite.
Magnetite has —of metal ions in tetrahedral sites and —

3 3

on octahedral sites. The octahedral site contain equal number
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2+ 34*of Fe and Fe which are randamly distributed above a disorder
temperature 119 K. Charge transport occurs by transfer of 
electrons between otherwise trivalent iron ions. The process 
differs from one represented in equation (4.2) and energy term(iv) 
polarisation effect is only present. The overlap between the 3d 
like wave functions of nearest neighbour cations is sufficient 
to give rise to almost metallic type of conduction.

4.2. c Conduction in Ferrites

This above mechanism of electron transport does not 
apply to other simple ferrites where all Fe ions are trivalent. 
Transport may then be represented by

2+ 2" 3+ 3+ 2— 2 +Me 0 Fe _____ F.e o Fe + Sact.......... (4.3)

where Sact., the activation energy may reflect the difference
3+ 3+between the third ionisation potential of Fe and Me ions

6in the solid. Jonker has 3tuded the ferrite Cox Feg^04 

and predicted quantitatively the mechanism stated above.

Ionic state of the cotions in ionic crystal gives some 
insight into the effect of impurities on electrical properties.
In so far as the ionisation potential of O ion is the dominent
term. Substitution upto 1% or so of the cations of another 
element of same valancy should have little effect upon unductivity
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I£ the dopant has higher valancy it will contribute donor 
centres; it has lower valancy it will provide acceptor centres.

Analogous considerations may also apply to cations of 
mixed valancy in ferrites which result from a departure from the 
ideal metal to oxygen ratio. A cation vacancy in monoxide 
crystal will lead to the creation of two positive holes in the 

* 3d energy band. Cbnversly an oxygen ion vacancy will contribute 
two extra charges are detached from their vacancies by thermal 
egitation n-type conductivity is induced in oxygen deficient 
and p-type conductivity in oxygen excess materials. Some oxides 
are very difficult to prepare homogenously with stiochiometric 
anion to cation ratio. Extrinsic semiconduction may then prevail 
throughout the temperature region amenable to electrical measure- 
-ments. In such cases it may still be possible to infer the 
activation energy of intrinsic conduction from samples from which 
extrinsic effects have been supressed by introduction of

7compensating impurities. This was demonstrated by Van Uitert 
in Ni Fe204 by replacing 1 to 2% Pe by Mn or Co. Electrons 
donated by oxygen vacancies will fill the impurity levels in 
preference to iron conduction levels. Mixed vacancy state 
will be cohfined to the impurity element if its local concen- 
-tration exceeds twice that of oxygen vacancies. This technique 
is based on the assumption that the impurity band conduction is 
absent and the allowed impurity concentrations indicate that the 
cation wave functions do not extend significantly beyond nearest 
neighbour distance in the 3 lattice. Electrons and holes are
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known to move by thermally activated hopping mechanism except
for psendometallic composition region close to magnetite.

8Elwell gt sA* • have calculated intrinsic consideration to
materials which have been prepared under different conditions 
of oxidation.

4.3 Electron Hopping and Polarons

As is pointed out earlier the conventional band theory 
fails to predict the semiconductivity for transition metal 
monoxides which are essentially ionic in character. Secondly 
the Bloch type wave functions are also not appropriate for the 
description of electrons which are almost fully localized on 
the specific cations.

Another correlation may also play a role in determining
the mechanism of charge transport. The electrostatic interaction
between a conduction electron or hole and nearby ions may result
in a displacement of the latter and hence in polarisation of the
surrounding region. So the carrier becomes situated at the
centre of the polarisation potential well. If this well is deep
enough a carrier may be trapped at a lattice site and its
translation to a neighbouring site may be determined by thermal
activation. This has been described hopping mechanism. That
electron takes part in a diffusion process by jumps from one
lattice site to another. The termal activation process is
encountered in ionic diffusion and ionic conductivity. The

9following expression for mobility of a charge carrier can be 
written.
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2 A2 k<
A -UL* (4.4)KT

where, d = distance between nearest neighbours,

Wo = frequency of vibration, 
q = activation energy for hopping process

This has been used by many authors in discussion of

conductivity. With the development of polaron theory it has 

become evident that equation (4.4) represents a special case 

of much more complicated relationship between mobility fi and a 
parameter of ionic lattice.

For realistic model for the calculation of mobility

a knowledge of approximate spatial extent of potential well is

required* If the potential well extends over many lattice units

in the crystal, the excess charge may be considered to interact

with a dielectric continum and this model has been employed by 
10Frohlich to formulation interaction Hamiltonion for 'large*

polarons. He gave the parameter known as electron phonon 

coupling constant for discussion of polarons. The coupling 

constant is defined by him as

(4.5)

where m is the effective mass of the carrier in the lattice
and 6.0 and £o© are the dielectric constant of the surrounding 

environment and high frequency dielectric constant respectively.
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The characteristics of the polaron are determined by the 
coupling constant and by the conduction levels of the rigid 
lattice. For small polarons the well is confined to a volume 
comparable to the ionic volume* It is self evident that for 
small polaron the interaction between the individual near 
neighbour ions is important. The actual polaron size can be 
informed from consideration of the free energy small polaron 
formulation is favoured in solids which combine a large coupling 
constant with a narrow conduction band.

At sufficiently low temperature a small polaron should
behave as a particle moving in a very narrow band. At high
temperatures small polaron motion may result from the absorption
of one or more phonons and this process is essentially the
hopping mechanism. To a good approximation the contributioh
from conventional band mobility and from the hopping mechanism
are additive. If the time of tunnelling of the excess charge
from one ion to the next is less than the time 'T* between
successive hopping transitions, small polarons conduction will
be dominant transport mechanism. There is strong experimental
evidence for the existance of small polarons and for the hopping 

11process
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4,4 Conductivity and Thermoelectric Power 

4, 4. a Conductivity

Imperfection in lattice will result in a spectrum of 

donor and acceptor levels within the energy gap. Total number 
of such levels may be very small compared to No, where No are 
metal ions and have lattice effect on electrical conductivity 
in the intrinsic region, but affect the low temperature properties. 
It is general feature of semiconductors as sufficiently low 
temperatures the electrical transport properties have a complicated 
dependence on T which is determined by structural defects and 
impurities.

The conductivity can then be written as

£ - e ( n + p /i2 )................ (4.6)

where and jjl2 are mobilities of electrons and holes, n and p 

are concentration of mobile electron and hole.

Activation energy does not provide much insight into 

the mechanism of charge transport, because the dominent temperature 
dependent term of both hopping mechanism and of the activation of 
electrons into the conduction levels are of the same from as 
eqn (4,1) indistinguishable included in the activation energy 
found out experimentally.
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4.4* b Thermoelectric power

Studies on thermoelectric power provide a method to 

seperate the contributions to activation energy 2 in the 

expression (4,7)

6 =
B

exp / ^ + ®

KT

(4.7)

For the electrical conductivity assuming the schematic band
2,2

structure model for the oxide semiconductors* the phenomenological 

relation between the peltier coefficient and seeback coefficient 

together with the equation of electrical conductivity in terms of 

carrier concentration and their mobility gives the relations.

ec^ = -K In ( No /n )
for n-type

,(4.8)

a . , for p-type
= +K In (No /p ).......................................................... (4.9)

such a study establishes the density of charge carrier and 

their average mobility together with the electrical conductivity 

measurements.

Results and Discussion

The present results on the measurement of d.c. resistivity 

of some hexagonal ferrites as a function of temperature are plotted
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in figs. 4.1 - 4.12. The arrow on the plots indicates the 
temperature (Tc) at which the slope of the log e, verses 

1--- curves chanaes its value. The measurements on resistivityT
were carried out in the temperature region 2o°C to 650°C.

The activation energies, AS, in the region both above and 
below Tc, calculated by using the standard exponential relation

viz. = c exp ( aS/KT ) between resistivity and temperature 
for ferrites, are tabulated in the Table 4.1. The observed 
values of curie temperatures and the values of curie temperatures 
reported earlier for some ferrite samples, along with the 
values of interaction energy are also given in the same table.

The plo£s of log ^ Vs —. are linear and as the
T

temperature increases (lower values of 1 ) the resistivity
T

decreases. This is characteristic of the semiconducting
behaviour of ferrites under study. This form of relationship

13,14is indeed often observed for many ferrites having spinel
. 15 1 and garnet structure . The change in the slope of log£, Vs ___

T
plot, indicates a magnetic transition. The temperature at which 
break occurs, corresponds closely to the observed ferromagnetic 
curie temperature for the ferrite.
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Fig. 4*1
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Fig. 42
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Fig-4.5
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Fig .4B
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Fig .4-7
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Table 4.1 : Activation -i-Energies and Curie Temperatures of

hexagonal Ferrites.

sr X
„T * Y Composition ho. j

X
X
X
X

l Curie Tempe- 
X rature

X Activation 
X energy

In ter- 
action

x_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ x_ _ _ _ _ _ _ x enersy
y ObservedX Other X

o, X -Ref. 
X 
X T °cX 

c X

X Ferrij Para
X 
X

KTC(°K)

1 BaFel£°19 450 450 0.55 0.15 0.06239

2 SrFe12019 460 460 0.39 0.41 0.06323

3 Co2BaE,elS°27 462 - 0.92 0.71 0.66340

4 ai2BaFelS°27 416 - 0.50 0.08 0.05943

5 ZhCoBaFe.^O „ lo 27 390 - 0.52 0.35 0.05719

6 CoI>gBaFel6027 441 - 0.31 0.52 0.06158

7 ZnCuBaFe^gOg^ 436 - 0.70 0.82 0.06116

8 C02Ba2Pel2°22 350 340 0.99 0.56 0.05373

9 CuMgBa2Fe12022 290 - 0.99 0.53 0.04356

10 Co25iBa2Fei2022 441 - 0.52 0.44 0.06158

11 2l2Ba3Fe24C4l 348 360 0.84 0.024 0.05356

12 Cul^gBa3Fe24041 416 - 0.77 1.4 0.05943
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Fig. 4.1 - 4.12 show that there is a marked change
in the the resistivity and hence in the activation eenergy
near the observed curie temperature (Table 4.1). It is an
observed fact that the activation energy in the paramagnetic
state in generally higher than its counterpart in the 
„ . . 14ferromagnetic region , The lowering of the activation enefgy
has been attributed to the effect of spin ordering on the

17,13conduction process in ferrites . A few of the ferrites 
studied in the present case show such a trend in the change of 
the activation energy. There are few cases like those of high 
resistivity, where activation energy changes are very small. 
Negative results have also been reported for apparently similar 
materials (e.g, Vernon and Lovell for NiQ crystals). The 
reasons for such discrepancies though not well established, 
they may be probably thought of to be due to either an 
accidental onset of defect conduction or some secondary 
changes like phase transion. The observation of lower 
activation energy for the conduction process in the para- 
-magnetic region can be attributed to such an effect.
(Specimens 1,3-6,8-11, Table 4.1) for the remaining ferrites 
in our case. In fact such an anomaly has been observed in the 
case of Cu-Ni ferrites and the same has been recognised to be 
due to phase transition in these ferrites. These aside quite a 
fundamental aspects of conductivity features of magnetic oxides 
remain still un-understood.
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The observed curie temperatures agree reasonably
well with the previously reported values of curie temperatures
by others (Specimens - 1,2,8,11 Table 4.1), Unfortunately
no such values could be found for comparison in case of the
remaining specimens. Nevertheless, it will be appropriate to
note here that the resistivity measurements have been extensively

13 14 31used to determine curie temperatures of ferrite '

Except for the ferrites containing higher amounts of Fe, 
where curie temperatures differ by amount about 70°C, in all 
other cases they may well be taken as the representative values.

The additional contribution to resistivity in case 
ferrites is expected to come from many microstructural changes 
brought in by the sintering conditions. Polycrystalline 
ferrites show higher resistivities in the presence of pores.
Grain boundaries and other impeding agents (these include even 
the substituted ions) also play an equally important role. 
Consequently the activation energies deduced from equation 4 
need to be cautiously taken to provide the valuable information 
on ferrites.

The observed higher values of room temperature
resistivities and the activation energies in the present case
can be explained with the help of above reasons and the

22 Cconduction mechanism in ferrites itself. VerWay and others

have established that in magnetic oxides containing ions of the 
same parent atom placed in crystallographically similar positions
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in the lattice the conduction can take place via activation
of the states involving cations of changing valance i#e* 
2+3+Fe _____ Fe and vice-versa. The mechanism# conveniently 

described as a hopping mechanism# has bfeen successfully used 
by many workers to explain the electrical properties of many

‘V )■

^ i 4 a 25,*26ferrites! Electrical measurements made by Zaveta et at.#
» £ *7

on the single crystals of hexagonal ferrites with *M* and *w* 
structure show a marked anisotropy in the electrical resistivity. 
From the temperature dependence of resistivity# and from 
thermoelectric power measurements# it has been established by

2*1“ ithem that the electron hopping between Fe and Fe ions plays
a prominent role in the conduction process of hexagonal ferrites.
The conduction mechanism in the present hexagonal ferrites can
also be attributed to such a hopping mechanism. The measurements
on thermoelectric power and the chemical analysis are however#
necessary to be conducted before coming to such a conclusion.
The polarization energy of the ions around the hopping electron,

26the hopping process some tines involves terms like Madelung
energy# strain energy etc. The peculiarly observed higher \

\

activation energies is dictated by these additional energy terms! 
along with the localized nature of the hopping process involving 
the d wave functions of the current carriers.
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